Payouts Powwow - Airline & Travel B2B Payments Summit

#ATPS PAYOUTS SPECIAL
London, Feb 27th 2020
The Issues & Challenges in Payouts for Airlines
- Pascal Burg, Edgar, Dunn

Digital Payments: Dealing and Managing the Fraud Risk for Payouts
- Kurt Knackstedt, Troovo Technologies
- Astrid Masle-Boer, WEX Inc

The Issues & Challenges in Payouts for Hotels & Other Travel Providers
- Jeremy Dyball, Amadeus

B2B Customer Payments Case Study
- Dennis Koehler, Get your Guide
- Patrick Götz, Wirecard

Getting your B2B Platform Optimised: Lessons from AirBnB and Alibaba
- Masha Cilliers, Payment Options

POWWOW: Debate, discuss, challenge and share your opinions!
- Paul van Alfen, Up in the Air
- Mike Carlo, XanderPay
- Ryan Harris, JR Technologies
- Wendy Ward, UATP

Supplier Payments Best Practice: Cost reduction & revenue generating strategies for Airlines
- Andrew Sims, Apiso

Costs & Cost Savings vs Great Customer Experience: Can you manage all of them?
- Amine Boulaghmen, IATA

Managing in a Digital, Crossborder & FX World
- Ron Karpovich, JP Morgan Chase

- Carlos Menendez, Mastercard
- Patrik Novak, Kiwi.com
- Peny Rizou, eTraveli
- Jayson Westbury, Australian Federation of Travel Agents & WTAAA
- Anthony Hynes, eNett International
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MYTHBUSTERS: A Retrospective

#ATPS PAYOUTS SPECIAL
London, Feb 27th 2020
MYTH #1

B2B Payments just aren’t as exciting as B2C Payments
MYTH #2

With B2B Payments, it is much easier with “One Size Fits All”
MYTH #3

Pascal Burg is Dutch.
MYTH #4

Airlines and hotels know what they’re doing (with virtual payments)?
MYTH #5

Masha Cilliers is really a Russian Spy
MYTH #6

Everyone benefits from virtual payments
Thank you!